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CURRENCY OF PAYMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

(Report by the Director-General) 

DE LA SANTE 

EB56/11, 

20 May 1965 

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 

1. Attached as Annex 1 is the text of a communication from the Government of the 

United Arab Republic requesting that the item "Currency of payment of contributions 

be included in the agenda of the thirty-sixth session of the Executive Board. 

2. During the discussions in the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal 

Matters of the Eighteenth World Health Assembly the question of the currency of 

payment of contributions was raised by the delegate of Poland, Attached as 

Annex 2 are the minutes of the discussion in the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters of the Eighteenth World Health Assembly on the subject. 

Assembly and the Executive Board Previous resolutions adopted by the Health 

on this subject which may be of interest to the 
2 Ъ 

EB28.R28 and E B ^ l . H H . 

1 2 
Board are: WHA2.58, WHA5-20, 

1 Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed., p. 277* 

2 
Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7七h ed,, p. 278. 

3 Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 7th eà., pp. 278 and 279• 
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11 May 1965 

Sir, 
v . ；.

 1
 , " •' .•‘ • • • .

 1
 •； ： , . . ... •-“..•/....、 

工 have the honour to ask you that the following item be included on the agenda 
of the thirty-sixth session of thé Executive Board at the request of the United 
Arab Republic Government : 

Currency of Payment of Contributions 

I further request that the following draft resolution relating to this item 
on the agenda be circulated to the members of the Executive Board: 

：-.-4--J 
. V.-；.-'】.>、•-.- . ^ 

"The Execútive Board, 
.7

 1

 * ‘ ： - ¡ - • •.. • • ••• . ； - j c-. ¡ -； f、i ; .. ... ; . • . • ; . : ... ,.-
•
 д

 . ... — - j- •• .X .. t v . ‘ •• • .'... '.. «.у . ：. ： . , ‘
 L
 _ • • ‘ ‘ •• .： ； 

Recalling resolution EBJ1.R11 of the thirty-first session of the 
Executive Board； 

Bearing in mind that the Governments in whose countries regional 
offices are established have made financial sacrifices by agreeing to the 
proposals contained in resolution E B ^ l . R H relating to payment of 
contributions in their national currencies; 

DECIDES that subject to the provisions of resolution EB31.R11, 
Members in whose countries regional offices are established shall have 
the right to pay the full amount of their contributions in their 
national currency, the balance of the requirements of the Organization 
in that currency being pro-rated among the Members opting to pay in 
that currency." 

In support of this request 工 would like to mention two points : 

First, that prior to the arrangements provided in resolution E B ^ l . R H the 
Organization met its needs in our national currency by transfer of convertible 
currency which was very useful to us in our over-all problem of obtaining 
convertible currencies. Under the present arrangements, this source of 
convertible currency is no longer available to us. 

Secondly, because some of the larger contributors have expressed the wish to 
pay a portion of their contributions in our national currency, the amount of our 
own contribution which we can pay in our own currency is very small, having been 
only about 6 per cent, of our total contribution in 1964 and 19б5*

 :

 〜 • 
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In these circumstances we feel that it is only right and proper that the 
Members in whose countries regional offices are located should have the right 
to pay the full amount of their contributions in their own national currencies 
in order to offset in part their loss of convertible currencies under the present 
arrangements for paying contributions. 

工 have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(signed) A . SHOUKRY 

M . A . W . Shoukry 
Under-Secretary of State for Public Health, UAR 

Chief Delegate UAR to Eighteenth World Health Assembly 

Dr M . G . Candau 
Director-General 
World Health Organization 
Geneva 



EIGHTEENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY 

. C O M M I T T E E GÑ ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND LEGAL MATTERS 
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Extracts from the Provisional Minutes of the Fifth and Sixth Meetings 
held on 11 and 12 May 1965 
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Fifth Meeting 

Mr TURBANSKI (Poland) said that he wished to raise the question of the currency 

in which contributions were payable - a subject of vital importance to many Members, 

but not specifically included in the agenda. In view of the fact that Members
1 

contributions had increased sharply in recent years - in the case of Poland, its 

I960 contribution would, be almost 140 per cent, of that for 1961 - the necessity of 

making contributions in United States dollars, Swiss francs or pounds sterling 

represented a very heavy burden. Authorization to pay even 10 to 15 per cent, of 

the contribution in local currency would relieve that burden considerably and should 

in no way hamper the operations of WHO, since many payments, such as those for 

fellowships, for the purchase of equipment, for the organization of training courses 

and seminars, etc., could be made In local currency¿^
j

 Some specialized agencies of 

the United Nations, such as UNICEF, already followed that practice. 

His delegation had prepared a draft resolution on the subject which read as 

follows : 

The Eighteenth World Health Assembly, 

Taking into account that the steady increase of the regular budget of 
the Organization creates a considerable burden, particularly for certain 
Member States； 

Recalling its resolutions WHA2.58 and WHAl4.^2 and certain resolutions 
of the Executive Board, concerning payment of contributions in currencies 
other than United States dollars, Swiss francs or pounds sterling; 

Bearing in mind that certain agencies of the United Nations accept a 
portion and even the whole of the contributions in local currencies of the 
Member States, 
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REQUESTS the Director-General and the Executive Board: 

(1) to ask the governments of Member States to communicate to 
him their views on the whole problem of payment of contributions 
in currencies other than United States dollars. Swiss francs or 
pounds sterling; 

(2) to continue to study this problem with a view to extending 
possibilities of payment of с ontribut i ons in local currencies other 
than those now authorized, taking into account replies of the 
governments; 

⑶ to report the results of such study to the Nineteenth World 
Health Assembly. 

He submitted the draft resolution for the Committee
1

 s с ons i de rat i on. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that, although the Committee could not take a decision 

on the question raised by the delegate of Poland, since the subject was not on the 

agenda, his statement would be recorded in the records of the meeting. The 

question, which was, of course, a very important one, could be discussed by the 

Executive Board under paragraph (c) of Rule 9 of the Board
1

 s Rules of Procedure. 

The SECRETARY observed that the subject, which had already been discussed on 

.； . ' ’ {； i .: •.」，.,..： ........... :’. У..； . ••' ..... ,..:.、' Ю.!.. :... . . . .. 

several occasions, was not included in the Assembly's agenda, and he therefore 

.：'\ . ："' ' .... •: • 

doubted whether it could be considered. Moreover, delegates would no doubt wish a 

careful study to be made beforehand. As suggested by the Chairman, the subject 

could be referred to the Executive Board. 

Mr TURBANSKI (Poland) said that a great deal of the Committee's time had 

already been devoted to discussion on world health foundations - an item which did 

not appear on the agenda - and that a draft resolution on the subject was to be 

considered at a later meeting. 
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Dr LISICYN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) associated himself with the 

views expressed by the 'delegate of Poland. The matter of the currency in which 

contributions had to be paid was of concern not only to Poland, but to a number of 

other countries whose national currencies were not acceptable for that purpose. 

The Executive Board and the Health Assembly had already taken some measures to 

alleviate the position of such countries, but the optimal solution had by no means 

been found as yet. As regards the question whether the Polish delegation's draft 

resolution could be discussed, the Committee had already discussed and would consider 

a draft resolution on one item - that relating to world health foundations - that 

was not on the Health Assembly
1

 s agenda. It did not seem to him that the proposal 

of the Polish delegation was contrary to the Rules of Procedure, since the subject 

was not a new one* 

,Th^ CHAIRMAN pointed out that the discussion on world health foundations had 

arisen during the Committee
1

 s consideration of agenda item ^.12 - Review of the 

Financial Position of the Organization - and that the subject was mentioned in 

document A I 8/AFL / 1 7 . 

Sixth Meeting 

Dr DOUBEK (Czechoslovakia) . . . Reverting to the point raised 

of Poland at the previous meeting, he said that the question of the 

contributions in national currencies, which was of great importance 

countries, including his own, would need further study at some time 

Organization. 

by the delegate 

payment of 

to a number of 

by the 
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Dr CAYLA (France) observed that the question of the payment of contributions ĵ n 

national： iciirrencies v/as not on the ；agenda of the Eighteenth World Health Assembly. 

The parallel .drawn by the Polish and S ovi efe fúiilom. de legate s with the draft resolution 

юп national v-orld rhealth f o m d a t i o n a /submitted .at an earlier meeting of the Committee 

. . , � ’ . ’ ’ - 人."••• ‘ • ''• V-Г ； . .. 、.：.’. . • . , • 

by the delega tien of Madagascar , was not a properv о ц 令 ， ; t h a t draft resolution 

had arisen directly from Jthe opening statement by the Assistant Director-General
4 

However> he was sure, in view of the gréai� importance .of the subject raised by the 

delegate of Po.land, that the Director-General would Ьг1щ it b^fqre the E^ciif iye'7' -u 

Boarâ so^ that i\ could be discussed and a recormiendation prepared fpr, the Heal Ih 

Assembly. , . 

* «• • [ • :i\ 'ir. rVî : . . — — ， • ... . . .. . . .. . : • .rri... • : • • 
— •

 J

 ••• . . . . . • ‘ • .... - • •• r .. .1.. 1 . . , , 
....'r f- -S •‘ r\ ： -• " . ： . . '.: '• • .... . 

.'•�•• • ... • • •• .. - “ .-。-.. ： ....:.- . . . . . . . •、. .-'••. ..-i: '_.••...?''.‘.、•-••«- .-. -, 

D r LAYTON (Canada) suggested that in the interest of orderly ； prpcedure and of 

speeding the Comrattee
1

 s
:

 work, the Polish delegate's point might Ъэ
;
 refer red to the 

General.,Committee m d e r Rule 33(d) of the Rules of Procedure. 

Dr ANDRIAMASY (Madagascar) agreed with that suggestion. 

..〉..• " '；'.-： ； .
 ：

 ； •-} Ï « f ：•. •； ：- i .•-. .V • V • I - "• • - . : 、 • . ‘ •-. : - • . . . - .. . 
J

 • - - - •- - - ~ • ' - •“.‘. .i .•‘ л .. , -, . .. , .i, _/.. . ‘ -.、,:. • .， •• 一 - .:.」..••； , :. . , ••. ； •. J —.-•• -- * 

Mr TURBANSKI (Poland) said that the. arguments against the consideration of his 

proposal had not convinced him. . The question, of payment in n^tioriel currencies was 

related to practioally every item on the agencia, ： : He appreciated the,"façt some 

speakers had agreed that It required çareful consideration, an<d ； ix\： o ^ e r to expedite 

the Committee's business he would support the French delegate
1

 s sugge^tiori axid would 

||0t press the procedural issue. .... 

The SECRETARY commented on various points raised during the discussion. 

The proposal, made by the delegate of Poland; for a discussion on the currencies 

of contributions > could not be compared with the draft resolution introduced by the 

delegate of Madagascar on national world health foundations. At least two items on 
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the agenda, in addition to the one already mentioned by the delegate of France, had a 

bearing on national world health foundations : the annual Financial Report of the 

Director-General (Official Records No. 142) contained a schedule on the Voluntary Fund 

for Health Promotion which was directly related to the world health foundations 

proposal ； and in the report of the Executive Board on its thirty-fifth session 

(Official Records No. 140)， resolution EB35.R19 mentioned specifically the proposal 

for world health foundations• 

The currency of contributions was governed by Financial Regulation 5.5, which 

read as follows : 

Annual contributions and advances to the Working Capital Fund shall 
be assessed in US dollars, and shall be paid in either US dollars or Swiss 
francs; provided that payment of the whole or part of these contributions 
may be made in such other currency or currencies as the Director-General, 
in consultation with the Board, shall have determined." 

The subject had been studied by the Executive Board more than once. WHO was perhaps 

the only international organization with a budget supported by statutory assessments 

that invited governments to contribute in so many currencies. Contributions were 

accepted at present in seven or eight currencies• 

The funds mentioned by the delegate of Poland the previous day were funds 

supported solely by voluntary contributions. For the Voluntary Fund for Health 

Promotion, in no instance had WHO refused a contribution in the national currency of 

the contributor. . 

He assured the Committee that the Director-General, by virtue of the authority 

which he had under the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board, would put the item 

on the agenda of the next session of the Executive Board. 

The CHAIRMAN declared that the Committee had completed its work on item ЗЛ1 of 

the agenda• 


